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Past September
Month of Themes





I wondered why I would stay awake
and stare into the ceilings or get lost

looking out of the window whenever I
went out of town or to school, so I
kept a log of the blocks that would
take over each day as it came and

went. Most people keep a journal or a
diary, and it makes some sort of sense;
but this, in your hands, doesn't tell a

story or has line it follows. You won't
be attached to this in any sort of way,
or you might and in that case, you're

welcome?
  

Nevertheless, don't read too much
into simplicity.



Wake up
Move the overused sheets from your face

The pillows reek of bad breath and cold spit
Remember what you said would happen today

Is it too early to grab a drink?
Wake up

Shave your homeless looking neck
Get dressed

The sun hasn't risen yet
Where is your badge?

WAKE UP
Grab a water

The gas is full and the light is still on
The morning is cold like her stares of hatred

Do you even know where your headed?

Day 1



WAKE UP
Open your eyes

Wave to the old ladies using the dark
skies to gossip about Gladys

The windshield could use a thorough
cleansing

What's important today?
  

Wake up now
The clock says it's  6:05 am

Move her nonexistent self to the side
You have homework and work to get

to
Do you remember that you have a day

off?





Day 2
Left in this house alone

Voices raining down from the clouded skies
Dark figures lurk beside the wall panels

Peek through doorways with their fiery blackened
eyes

Eyes held shut cannot mask the reversion to
adolescence

  
Daybreak 

No sun to brighten the blacked out skies
Crows rule natural sounds of comfort

Awaken by silence and dread
Dread accompanied by the acceptance of a sudden

death
Drudging through the yearly bound

disappointment
A bathroom door clattered with each opening
Fog roaming amidst the controlled destruction

In the mirror does he see who he's become
Bloated, rotting flesh among the continued

walking dead



Day 3

Left in utter disbelief
Cries from her deepest

heartbreak
Her eyes fixed upon his

movements
Faltered romances continued in

trends
A future planned, became a

future lost
  

Young in age
With a simple turn leading to a

lost lifetime
He wished for her hand
Her hand for an eternity

In a lustful rage, she's gone



Avoidable accidents
Cars speeding to escape the what

was
Vehicles managing sharp turns at

each corner of doubt
Reactions quicken as the last breath

draws near
As time slows, these lives are lost in

an instant 
  

I shouldn't have hid
It was my choice to let it die

Life called upon me as the deciding
factor

Loves created, lives lost
Futures in doubt of longevity

Existential visions of never are now
realities



Day 4

She's working in fast food and calling it a
career

He's a manager and views the industry as
stable

She has a delusional job, but a roof over her
head

He stays attached until grim realities take
over

She has no understanding of basic
arithmetic 

He sticks to trends instead of the
schoolwork

She cannot read an analog clock
He envisions the class work as unimportant

necessity
She can't stop talking

He thinks she is engulfed by his glorified
ignorance

  



They expect life to settle as they chose to
Suddenly halt at attention to the dull outlook

They seem to associate present time as a non factor 
What happens now won't matter in the future
They hold value in appearance and monetary

contributions
Wealth outweighs dignity in a variety of terms

They live life with a minimum
No exertion of effort to maintain a stable foreground 

  
She dropped out

He sticks to street corners
They're below poverty lines and struggling to keep the

ceiling
I have laid witness to the tragedy

Is it a tragedy?
  

Honestly, my coffee has gotten cold
The shortbread is now crumbs 
And I have a meeting to attend

Short story ranging from a caring dilemma
Yet, I may be cold-hearted

I can't connect
I have no remorse for the choices made

Truth is: I don't even care



Day 5

The joys and laughter
The horrendous jokes

The objectified responses
The words that fit together in

another dream
Or maybe a nightmare

  
The daily dreams and

nightmares 
Ranging from the one and only

love to the realistic vision of
support

Constant mentions of her eyes
and cheekbones

The way she understands what
needs to be shared

Not everything needs to be
shared



Atop a platform
A pedestal of amazement

Balancing upon the world's vision
Convoluted lines of sight make up

the image of expression
Yet, the image of gloom remains the

darkest
  

Bright lights tell tales of wonder
The Bronze Age tools adding to the

enjoyment
Each cloud grasps the attentive

sights
Laughter resulting from the cloud

that resembles a turtle
Obsessive thoughts providing joy to

these worldly hurdles





Day 6
Her silk black hair in the moonlight

Her smile filled with the purest innocence
She stands among the clouds at daybreak

Gliding through the kisses of the wind
Her kisses halt the falling sands of time

  
Each written message is an extension of her soul
They've carved their newest home to mark the

beginnings of a true love
Mounds of letters and characters to share the same

love story
Told for years, they relish in the ancient storytelling

The dramas and tragedies of undisputed love
  

Each old home is willing to engage in conversation
Welcoming the new lovers into a warm grasp

Caressing the young love with visions of spirited
remnants

Remembrance of the yearly devotions of emotion
She loved him
He loved her

The two turned to four, which turned to six
Each monthly end was met with the purest kiss



Day 7

You know you want to
You see it during the daylight

You know it means when lights go out for the
next couple of hours

Too tired?
You know the energy needs to come from

down deep
Dig for it

You know the undisturbed treasures
The doubloons you've been after since you

first met
You know you've checked the clock a

thousand times waiting for the midnight bell
to toll

Time doesn't seem to be in favor for your lust
You know that you smile each time you catch

eyes
Is this love?



You don't know why you
want to see the innocent

vulnerable state
Without an exterior that
defines their appearance

You don't know where it'll
take you

This could be the
beginning of the end for
this thought to be lasting

love
You don't know where, but
you know if no one leaves
fast enough the shame will

not outweigh the
enjoyment

No shame in expressing
love, right?

The Greeks never wore
clothes anyway



Day 8

Nothing
These you see before you are Nothing

Combinations of letters and spaces
I am Nothing

Just another out of the billions finding a voice
Expressing the thoughts of Nothing

And everything
Each day arises and the importance of words

is the same as Nothing
Billions of sounds and commands that are left

in the past
Nothing is Nothing

Without the spotlights, these shadows
transform small joys into everything

The hidden gems of the skies are Nothing
The twinkling stars at night are often

forgotten
Smiles and laughter remain Nothing

Emotional ties to a moment that has left
within the next blink



Everything is Nothing
The loves and heartbreak are meant for one and

shared with none
I am Nothing

A man with a vision for himself in the jungles of
attitudes

The future holds Nothing
No concrete choices that will last for years to

come
I write for the Nothing

Empty space and lonely corridors with canvases
itching for release
I love the Nothing

Free flowing processes and exchanges that add
to an expected path

I follow the Nothing
The everything that emptiness contains helps
the voices speak when my mind can't take it

Nothing



Day 9

Passion
A drive to let everything flow

The wind beneath my feet as I stretch out near
a rock

The passersby with places to go
Stressed out beyond belief without a second to

stop
The clouds look different

They look familiar, whether full or stretched
thin

This life is decent
Not much to worry about with a dorsal fin

Intelligence is key
The ability to understand what people want to

connect
Nothing honest is what it appears to mean

Wrong responses receive strong resent
Strength shouldn't be what was made to fit a

certain fashion
To be strong is to have an inner desire

I've got passion



Day 10

This school's a prison
Genius minds drained by fear and doubt

Little pigtails fly across the skies, suspicious
treason

Miss Honey lead us out
A father in debt

Running from the painful judgements
A mother without a sense of a living set

He led her to the dungeon
Bruce! Bruce! Bruce!

She had the intellect of the great past minds
Set Honey free from through a sacred rouse

Concentration, the ability to change the hands
of time

An orphan for a few seconds
Matilda gave pigtails wings to soar higher than

their prison headed



Day 11

Neurons triggering endlessly
Each second sends a signal

Emotions firing hapless saddened happiness
dreams

Movements are humanistically cynical
Questions rise like the elders at mass

Answers and theories rain as heavenly droplets
Worsened as time is wasted to pass

Laying in bed because nothing is evenly set
Fantastical nightmares

Yet, we're awake
This mind we share collapses false sleep with

silent fanfare
Each fictional image that pops before our eyes

dissolves like a snowflake
Where do they all come from or go?

These thoughts we cannot being to live
without, on our own.



Day 12

When do the day's end?
What does it mean to fly?
Do people have to speed?

What is patience?
When did you like these?

Where were you when realized it was love?
When did love turn to hate?
When did hate turn to tears?

When did tears turn to smiles?
Why is this a cycle?

Where does the anger come from?
When should the patterns begin to balance the

struggles?
When did our lives mirror one another?

What does it mean to function?
Is it worth it?

Do you feel good?
Am I making you feel good?

Are you in love with the feeling as much as the
seas?



Day 13
We were six when the girls sang the hook

No breath needed in each verse
These words left our inner minds shook

No word was a curse
We wanted to visit St. Louis

Every baseball game had Nelly playing full blast
Cardinals controlled the city circuits with a

purpose
Each swing of the bat left strong indents on

each kid that would pass
Cars at stop lights raised the anthem

Child, man, woman, and elder felt the relaxed
notes

Storefronts opened to the aromatic platinum
Winds move gently to lift the welcoming

summer coat
Neighborhood gatherings solidified by yellow
and orange strikes of the warming interstellar

hammer
What is Country Grammar?



Day 14

The first flutters of the inner butterflies
She meant more than the blue row we sat on

5 years old and a hopeful romantic
Anxious leaves meant the highlights were soon

to come
Through the jungle front yard and the

claustrophobic doorway
Up a few steps and over a couple downed

mattresses 
A TV called my name with a touch of play

Cartoon based on my name and my world with
all the fixings

Colorful and a high-pitched voice
The tricycle that lead to newer and brighter

adventures
Uncle Ted knew how to make the world rejoice
Laughter and knowledge molded by the happy

ended futures
The Generics had the wanting family life

Bobby was me if I had a trike that I could ride



Day 15

Fueled by sadness and anger
Three words slipped from our lips

Wishing there was a nevermore, but a silk
string we cater

Problems lay between our great distance
beyond a fix

Ever word spoken is a silent choke
Accidental stumbles into grief

Each three lettered mistake lead our paper lives
to fold

A grateful misstep to make us powerfully weak
Days move slow without a typed message

Loving you was the most difficult feeling to
admit

Hitting the world's most cherished carriage
A stumbled love escorting for a concrete stint

Mistake made each day and hour
Yet, I plan for a marriage to change her and I to

a life of ours



Day 16

Awake at the midnight hours
Light beaming from the phone or laptop

Facebook posts of how the undeserved live in
fantastical towers

Twitter updates of the cruise stops
Instagram uploads of the luxuries handed down
Trolling messages raining from the clouds upon

the dreaded lives
Phone calls celebrating the vast richer side of

town
Run-ins with the eased lives lose the

importance of time
With the twilight hours approaching
Grades post to show a minor success

A like on a piece to feel a sense of worth
A heartbreak leading to a joyous excess

A comment depicting the love of the lost
search

Each day begins with a second
Each second needed to become... It



Day 17
Does it count if five teens were given abilities?

A sixth to unknowingly become the lead
All praise to the one they call Zordon

Alpha worries too much with an unnecessary
need

Soaring through the flying kicked air
Putty and monsters reigned terror on Angel

Grove
A nightmarish Young Oliver brought forth a

power by a Repulsive dare
Kimberley's calamity concreted the mainstay of

the troubled doves
When all else fails just call on the muscle from

Jason
Mystics of Tommy and the dragonzord for

leadership
Zack and Trini with the smooth, silent stalking

illusions
Megazords to end the nightmares with justly

hits
Take to the skies with the most secured feeling

The days were calm thanks to glasses of
triceratops Billy



Day 18
Tectonic pixels circulate this screen

New technology for the silent killer type
Beeps and bloops breathe from the darkened

scene
The mystical borderlands block the oddness

from sight
Dinosaurs with jetpacks

Take a phone a call in a mobile hack
Level up and smoothly cover the covert tracks
Assassins soaring from the angels looting coins

from common sacks
Yellow semicircles welcoming the fellowship of

cult movements
Green warriors fighting in search of a purple

maiden
Red plumbers in search of their precious peach

in fiery dungeons
Blue hedgehogs running with their own

cadence
Rock Stars molded by the nervously awaited

theme songs
Innovation became known as a faster version of

an old Pong



Day 19

Tennis balls and baseballs made life come true
A forgiving reality with every win or loss
Animaniacs were the Saturday morning

adventure tools
Looney Toons let imaginations run miles

without a cause
Scabbed knees and dirty elbows 

The war wounds of traumatic stealth missions
Water balloons and debris filled velcro 

Dead grass from aquatic temptations
The girls and first crushes before I could

multiply
Running into doors and poles while drawn by

the danger of beauty
Colored pencils and blank pages separated the
silent kids in a flattering method to diversify

Repeated summers with flash cards that lead to
the unwanted studies

Common "I Don't Know"'s were the bore filled
answers

Musical nights made for embarrassing dancers



Day 20

She invites with devious hands
Hidden smiles and joys of prudence

Take shelter in the angelic sands
Care and beauty in the minimal

abundance
Candlelit skies 

Spring rain falling from her sorrowed eyes
Radiant is she with the glow natural shine

Corrosive grasp as hollowed concrete
flies

She nor I find the forgotten connection
The clouds that grow of ancient musk

Blind sight follows the drowning
attention

Sweet perfumes of elder mammoth tusks
She causes the root of tempted lies

The humbled beauty we so humbly abide



Day 21

Bliss in tranquility
Peaceful gardens grow
Silent rightful vanity

Calming energetic snow
Heavy peaceful eyes

These noiseless wonders
Roses speak nigh

Kiss smothered thunder
Solidified prettied blood

Seconds halt waves
Cities of tun

Drink of days
These plastered sounds of terror and

doubt
Leave peaceful gardens grown

centered and stout



Day 22

Hurt and despair plague the two
Letters and letters of the unspoken hurt

She's losing her battle with prolonged dues
He can't stand looking through the grizzled

shirts
Bruised shoulders and battered black eyes

Hospital beds and saddened doctors in
agonized thought

Tears and wall punches become bitter sights
Unbeknownst bills and deceits further leave the

young lost
Fallen fathers

Maddened mothers
Sons somber

Daughters dangers
Heartaches and lost breaks

Each threatened grin with painful stakes



Day 23

The hospital stays and empty dinner tables
Constant arguing and doors slamming

Yelling through walls like bitter imprisoned
rivals

Mounting anger with worried tears streaming
End of days and bitter winter nights

The five support their small unit
Like flowers in a blooming garden during spring

heights
The five become the one in a gentle warming

stint
Under bridges and over streams

An unforgiving setting becomes a family
comfort home

The tattered walls pitted with formatted smiles
and hopeful dreams

Broken neighborhoods with a space and
warmth tone

Two strong at the forefront
In a world of confusion, the two build the

young blossoming love



Day 24

They frolic in the fields
Used for their golden milk

Horns, which they uncommonly wield
An annoyance in their humble thrills

Climbing atop mountains
Grazing upon the hillsides

Walking amongst the plantains
Hounded in a farmer's divide

Uncommon animal in the diet of city folk
Rural delicacy to those who mind not the fur

Perfect with a medium egg yolk
Guaranteed to fill the body with warming cure

Strong with a flourished coat
Birria, or as they call to dinner of a newly

tenderized goat



Day 25

Her eyes
Her laughter

In a mirror do I despise
Joys in a bottle and left tattered

Her flowing hair
Her smile

I know not of fallen care
Terror of the heightened collective tile

Her voice
Her walk

Fear does play with my soul as the juggler did
love's rejoice

Bland as it sets in a jaguar's stalk
Days break in heavenly, hellish stacks

All that weakens becomes Dinosaurs With
Jetpacks



Day 26

Chains stretch and bend
Relationships tense with stress

Meeting a coursers end
Laying a frigate to rest

The chariots deteriorating at the sight of more
Nightmares filled with love, lost and taken

Sweet and visceral war
The white walls lay still, tainted

She's gone as clouds in a summer sky
Volcanic ash in the lungs of the statues

Waiting in rocking chairs, hoping to die
Higher and higher in cemented altitudes

Mirrors break and windows shatter
The dark of night that truth knows matter



Day 27

Remember the feelings
The emotions of getting laughed at

Poetry was a dream and a kettle dot steaming
Feelings and rhythms of the steering spat

Music was the motivation
The passion of the eternal sunrise

Total reminiscent domination
Past principles of a future despise

With time, the obstacles stand firm
Blocking the paths of creativity

Halting the pace with every forced turn
Contained in a box of solitude's intimacy

Pushing through the bolted doors
Into a dream heaven with welcoming bloody

sores



Day 28
Each day's sunrise begins a new internal séance

Morning's first breath brings life from the
unconscious

Problematic solutions appease the surly nuance
Clouds illuminate with starry thoughtless

Patterns and the people who fill the character
slots

Every other day, joys behind the doors
Soothing the stresses ungrateful knots
Jokes of the young and attitudes of the

unknowing fours
Mother and father who support the ambitious

poet
Brother and sister who speak with no point, but

necessity
Each unnerving tick

Spewing onto pages with the godly heaven's
charity

Thankfulness is a forgiveness to slip in the
world's eye

Job, family, community filled with the given try





Day 29
Early memories of waking to a cloudy morning

The greys and empty breaths
Wide awake in a home of still sleep and rustling

The roses on the counters of Eleven months
prior, lay in brittle death

A holy day to most
As I wandered through the tempted bright of

reds and greens
Day which we weren't the house of host

Day which greeted the colorless joys with hopes
and dreams

Stumbling through hallways, corridors, and
stairs

Under the magnificent green giant
Decorated with metal tins and gentle aluminum

Underneath, layered boxes wrapped in solid
tint

Each silent voice of merriment and delights
added sum

Toys, and shirts as the years steadily past
A Christmas morning with all the fixings and its

single day mask



Day 30

Locked in bolted cells
Prisoner to time and wealth

Older in age, yet the days stay streamlined
like the Knights mighty lancer

Bitter orders and directions from the
elder slave masters

A workhorse is what I've become
Bruises to the soul and burdens of the

outcomes
Nothing is concrete

Everything is cemented feathers to a
higher degree

Locked away for many years
The sands that count the sinister light

strike deepened fears
None that make their presence fierce
Nor do they harm in appearance as a

bullet pierced
But as a dream withdrawn

Hopes taken and molded in a bloodied
fawn



The sun grows dark
The nights grow to the sudden

red
The clouds urinate upon the

unbridled start
Carcasses and feces run rampant

on the paved tread
As days fall 
One by one

Near deafening calls
Fallen dying sons

Clocks tick as the paradise ends
The imprisoned imagination is

robbed once again




